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4 ABSTRACT: Carbon nanobelts are cylindrical molecules composed of fully fused
5 edge-sharing arene rings. Because of their aesthetically appealing structures, they
6 acquire unusual optoelectronic properties that are potentially suitable for a range of
7 applications in nanoelectronics and photonics. Nevertheless, the very limited
8 success of their synthesis has led to their photophysical properties remaining largely
9 unknown. Compared to that of carbon nanorings (arenes linked by single bonds),
10 the strong structural rigidity of nanobelts prevents significant deformations away
11 from the original high-symmetry conformation and, therefore, impacts their
12 photophysical properties. Herein, we study the photoinduced dynamics of a
13 successfully synthesized belt segment of (6,6)CNT (carbon nanotube). Modeling
14 this process with nonadiabatic excited state molecular dynamics simulations
15 uncovers the critical role played by the changes in excited state wave function
16 localization on the different types of carbon atoms. This allows a detailed
17 description of the excited state dynamics and spatial exciton evolution throughout
18 the nanobelt scaffold. Our results provide detailed information about the excited state electronic properties and internal conversion
19 rates that is potentially useful for designing nanobelts for nanoelectronic and photonic applications.

20 Carbon nanorings and nanobelts are cylindrical molecules
21 originally synthesized to be used as templates for growing
22 chirality-specific carbon nanotubes with desired optoelectronic
23 properties, that is, with uniform diameters and sidewall
24 structures (i.e., armchair, chiral, and zigzag structures).1−8

25 Nevertheless, these structures are not limited to this particular
26 application. In fact, such nanorings and nanobelts play central
27 roles in supramolecular chemistry by forming molecular
28 complexes with a variety of guests that fit the volume, shape,
29 and environment of the cavity.9−13 Moreover, the unusual
30 molecular architectures of nanorings and nanobelts give rise to
31 interesting physicochemical and electronic properties that can
32 result in unpredictable applications in materials science and
33 technology.14 They constitute unusual nonplanar conjugated
34 molecular systems in which the efficiency in π-orbital overlaps
35 coexists with high strain energies and steric hindrances
36 introduced by the cyclic nanostructure.15−17 Altogether,
37 these structural features confer nanorings and nanobelts with
38 unusual optical absorption and emission properties.
39 Unlike carbon nanorings, composed of arenes linked by
40 single bonds, the photophysics of fully fused edge-sharing
41 carbon nanobelts remains relatively unexplored. This is due to
42 the very limited success in their synthesis compared to the
43 extensive studies focusing on the synthesis and characterization
44 of cycloparaphenylenes (CPPs) and related carbon nanor-
45 ings.18−39 A few previous theoretical studies performed on
46 different nanobelts and [n]cycloacenes17,40,41 have been
47 focused on their strain energies, structures, aromaticities,

48band gaps, and reactivities. These studies reveal that the high
49chemical reactivity and highly strained structures of nanobelts
50underpin complications of their synthesis. Nevertheless, the
51development of new synthesis strategies3,8,42−45 has allowed
52the achievement of the successful elusive synthesis43 of a few
53nanobelts with distinct chemical structures.
54The circular symmetry of nanorings, like CPPs, makes all
55electronic excited states fully delocalized across the entire
56molecule.30 Because of this symmetry, the lowest nodeless
57electronic state S1 is optically forbidden. Nevertheless, large
58CPPs are efficient emitters due to a spatial exciton localization
59(self-trapping) during photoinduced electronic energy relaxa-
60tion. This self-trapping is attributed to dynamical dihedral
61rotations between phenyl units after photoexcitation.33 On the
62contrary, carbon nanobelts are cylindrical molecules composed
63of fully fused edge-sharing arene rings. Therefore, their
64structural rigidity and strain of bonds prevent their
65deformation away from high symmetry, and thus, the excited
66state wave function is expected to remain delocalized. Within
67this context, it is interesting to understand how the high
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68 structural rigidity and wave function delocalization of nano-
69 belts impact the photoinduced nonradiative relaxation
70 processes that modulate their fluorescence yield.
71 Herein, we simulate the photoinduced dynamics of nanobelt
72 1 that has been successfully synthesized by Povie et al.45 (see

f1 73 Figure 1a) using a nonadiabatic excited state molecular

74 dynamics (NEXMD) framework.46,47 Our NEXMD simu-
75 lations uncover a critical role played by intermittent excited
76 state wave function localization on the different types of carbon
77 atoms, which controls the rate of internal conversion and
78 creates bottlenecks in its time scales. Overall, the rigid
79 structure of nanobelt 1 reveals a significantly slower electronic
80 energy relaxation compared to that in carbon nanorings (e.g.,
81 CPPs) because of the reduced level of electron vibrational
82 coupling.
83 We start with analysis of the excited structure in carbon
84 nanobelt 1 shown in Figure 1a. Panels b and c of Figure 1 show
85 its absorption spectra, obtained from vertical transition
86 energies calculated for the collected initial structures

87equilibrated on the S0 state at room temperature and weighted
88according to their corresponding oscillator strengths. The
89simulated spectrum captures the key features of the
90experimental spectrum given in parentheses:45 (a) two major
91peaks at 275 (284) nm and 325 (313) nm, (b) a smaller peak
92localized at lower energies, ∼360 (412) nm, and (c) a wider
93and less intensive band in the region between 500 and 550 nm
94attributed to the symmetry-forbidden S1 state. Similar to CPP
95nanorings, the lowest S1 state is nodeless and is delocalized
96across the entire molecule. Nevertheless, while in CPPs the
97main absorption peak is attributed to the strongly optically
98allowed degenerate S2 and S3 excited states,30,33 the oscillator
99strengths of the 12 lowest excited states in the nanobelt remain
100relatively low. Here, the two main peaks at 275 and 325 nm
101correspond to contributions from states S13 and S14 and states
102S21−30, respectively. The polarization of the different excitations
103is explored by translating and orienting each initially stored
104ground state configuration to a body fixed reference frame with
105the origin in their corresponding center of mass and their
106principal axes of rotation coincident with the Cartesian (x, y, z)
107coordinate axes. Therefore, the first and second moments of
108inertia are within the (x, y) plane of the nanobelt, and the third
109is oriented perpendicular to this plane (see Figure 1a). Within
110this new body fixed reference frame, we further calculate the
111transition dipole moments. Figure 1d shows the contributions
112of the different excited states to the resulting intensity of the
113polarized absorption spectra in the directions parallel to the
114inertial axes. We can observe that the transition dipole
115moments of most of the excited states are polarized in the
116(x, y) plane of the nanobelt. In contrast, the corresponding
117transitions to states S16−S19, localized between the two main
118peaks at 275 and 325 nm, are polarized along the z-axes.
119Therefore, a fast decay of the fluorescence anisotropy signal
120after initial laser excitation at 275 nm is predicted.
121Photoinduced NEXMD simulations are started by vertical
122excitation at the 275 nm band according to the procedure
123described in the computational methods. After photo-
124excitation, the internal conversion to the lowest-energy S1
125state is monitored by tracking the average populations of
126different electronic excited states as a function of time. This is
127 f2shown in Figure 2. Excited states can be arranged in bands
128according to their energetics and similar behavior during the
129internal conversion process.
130First, Figure 2a shows the band of states (S21−S30) that are
131initially populated by the laser according to their relative
132energies and oscillator strength as it has been described in
133section IIC. These states form the major peak at 275 nm of the
134absorption spectrum (see Figure 1b). They experience an
135ultrafast depopulation by energy transfer to the band of states
136S13−S18 on an ∼100 fs time scale. Despite S19 and S20 states
137not being initially populated by laser excitation, they are also
138included in the initial band due to their ultrafast relaxation
139rates comparable to that of the rest of the initial states.
140Actually, the high density of states in the range of
141approximately 260−290 nm contributes to a highly efficient
142population exchange and nonradiative relaxation.
143Thereafter, the S13−S18 intermediate states, associated with
144the major band at 325 nm of the absorption spectrum, undergo
145similar population and depopulation (see Figure 2b). They all
146transiently acquire an excess of energy by ∼100 fs with the S13
147state attaining the largest population. This behavior is a
148consequence of the energy gap between states S12 and S13,

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of nanobelt 1. The inertial x-, y-, and
z-axes are also shown. (b) Calculated optical absorption spectrum at
300 K showing contributions from 30 individual excited states to the
total spectrum. (c) Low-frequency range of the calculated absorption
spectrum showing weak absorption features. (d) Relative absorbance
intensities in the directions parallel to the inertial x-, y-, z-axes of
nanobelt 1.
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149 shown in Figure 1b. Subsequently, S13 is a relatively long-lived
150 intermediate state decaying on an ∼500 fs time scale.
151 The third band of states, shown in Figure 2c, is comprised of
152 states S8−S12. It involves the shoulder in the absorption
153 spectrum appearing at lower energies (∼360 nm). Here, state
154 S8 transiently acquires the largest population and holds it for a
155 longer time of ≤1 ps. This state has a significant energy gap
156 with state S7, and therefore, its relaxation is slower compared
157 to that of the other states. Finally, the fourth band is formed by
158 states S3−S7 (see Figure 2d). They relax to state S2 on ∼1 ps
159 time scales that ultimately further transfers its population to
160 state S1 (Figure 2e) during several picoseconds.
161 To further validate our simulations with respect to
162 experimental measurements, the emission spectrum has been
163 obtained from vertical transition energies calculated for the
164 collected set of final structures and weighted according to their
165 S1 oscillator strengths. (see Figure S1). Despite the fact that
166 the last time of our simulations was only 4 ps, we observed a
167 broad emission band extending to a near-infrared region with a
168 maximum emission at ∼610 nm, in excellent agreement with
169 the broad band at 630 nm reported experimentally.45

170 The overall relaxation process described above can be
171 pictorially shown in the contour plot in Figure 2g that depicts
172 the evolution over time of the probability density of the
173 current state, that is, the state that dictates the nuclear motion
174 according to the FSSH approach. Following photoexcitation,
175 the presence of four long-lived excited states (S2, S8, S13, and
176 S19), which are separated from the lower-energy states by large
177 energy gaps (see Figure 1b,c), creates bottlenecks in the
178 sequential relaxation process across an otherwise dense
179 manifold of excited states. We quantified the excitation (τexc)
180 and relaxation (τrel) times for bottleneck states by fitting the
181 population curves with exponential growth and decay functions

182
o f t h e f o r m ( )f t A( ) 1 exp t

exc
= − −

τ
a n d

( )f t A( ) exp t

rel
= −

τ
, respectively. The values of τexc and τrel

183are 36 and 58 fs, 37 and 116 fs, and 160 and 1539 fs for long-
184lived intermediate states S19, S13, and S8, respectively. That is,
185as the energy relaxation to the final S1 state progresses, we
186observe an increase in the difference between the rate at which
187these states receive population from the high-energy states and
188the rate at which they are depopulated. As a consequence,
189Figure 2g shows that these intermediate bottleneck states have
190increasingly larger lifetimes with a decrease energy. Notably,
191Figure 2f shows the evolution over time of each bundle of
192states using a logarithmic time scale. The Gaussian shapes for
193each bundle of states indicate that they relax with rates that are
194much slower than those that are excited. The similarity
195between the Gaussians indicates that this slowdown seems to
196occur in a similar manner for each bundle. Furthermore, the
197equivalent Gaussian heights indicate that the three bands
198considered transiently acquire equivalent quantities of
199populations.
200At this point, it is worth mentioning that the nonradiative
201relaxation of nanobelt 1 is significantly slower compared to
202previously reported internal conversion time scales in CPPs
203that usually reaches completion within hundreds of femto-
204seconds.33 The structural rigidity of nanobelt 1 ensures the
205high-symmetry geometry with minimal conformational dy-
206namics. Therefore, exciton self-trapping due to structural
207disorder introduced by vibrational couplings and thermal
208fluctuations should be limited in the nanobelt due to its high
209 f3strain. To analyze this feature, Figure 3a displays the time

210evolution of the participation number PN(t) (see eq 3), with
211δX

α(t) defined as the transition density localized on each of the
212six fragments shown between brackets in the extended scheme
213of nanobelt 1 displayed in the inset. We can observe that the
214electronic transition density remains always strongly delocal-
215ized across the entire nanobelt. Previous works performed on
216[n]CPPs of different sizes30,33 (n = 9−16) have shown that the
217exciton becomes localized on only five phenyl rings within 50
218fs excitation, the effect being more pronounced in larger

Figure 2. (a−e) Evolution over time of electronic state populations
for different bands of states. (f) Evolution over time of populations
associated with these bands plotted on a logarithmic time scale. (g)
Evolution over time of the probability density of the current state.
Thin horizontal lines indicate long-lived excited states presenting
bottlenecks of nonradiative relaxation.

Figure 3. (a) Evolution over time of the participation number PN(t)
with δX

α(t) defined as the transition density localized on each of the six
fragments shown between brackets in the extended scheme of the
nanobelt 1 shown in the inset. (b) Evolution over time of the
electronic transition density decomposed in contributions δX

α(t) from
the four different types of atoms defined in the extended scheme of
nanobelt 1 shown in the inset.
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219 systems. This exciton self-trapping does not takes place in
220 nanobelt 1. This is in good agreement with previous time-
221 resolved measurements45 that have reported rates of radiative
222 decay in accord with a forbidden transition associated with a
223 nodeless S1 state delocalized across the entire molecule.
224 A further characterization of the internal conversion of
225 nanobelt 1 can be achieved by decomposing the electronic
226 transition density into contributions δX

α(t) from the four
227 different types of carbon atoms defined in the extended scheme
228 of nanobelt 1 shown in Figure 3b. The photoexcitation
229 centered at the 275 nm band of the absorption spectra has a
230 predominant contribution from the a type of atom. After
231 transiently passing through the d and b types of atoms, it
232 finishes by being mainly localized on the c atoms.
233 The intramolecular energy redistribution among the differ-
234 ent types of atoms can be related to the passage of the
235 photoexcited wavepacket through the dense manifold of
236 excited states during the internal conversion process that

f4 237 heads to the lowest state S1. This is analyzed in panels a−d of

238 f4Figure 4 that show the probability density of the fraction of
239transition density, δX

α(t), on each X = a, b, c, or d type of atom
240for the different excited states during the internal conversion
241process. We observe that the first S20−S25 band centered at the
242275 nm peak in the absorption spectra is mainly localized on
243the a atoms (Figure 4a). The passage through the long-lived
244S19 state represents a significant change in the exciton
245localization because S19 is mainly localized on the d atoms
246(Figure 4d). S19 seems to be the only state localized on the d
247atoms in this energy region because low-lying excited states
248S15−S18 are again essentially centered on a atoms (Figure 4a).
249These sudden changes in localization involving the long-lived
250S19 state reduce the wave function overlap with neighboring
251states and, therefore, the corresponding nonadiabatic cou-
252plings. Moreover, the transient ultrafast accumulation of δd

α(t),
253observed in Figure 3b, can be related to the transient increase
254in the population of this state that contributes to the
255absorption polarization along the z-axes (see Figure 1d),
256because the d atoms are the ones that contribute the most to

Figure 4. (a−d) Probability density of the fraction of transition density δX
α(t) on each type of atom for the different excited states at times when

they correspond to the current state during the internal conversion. (e) Probability density of the participation number PN(t) with δX
α(t) defined as

the transition density localized on each of the four types of atoms. Long-lived excited states S2, S8, S13, and S19 are indicated by vertical dashed lines.
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257 an increase in the intensity of the polarized absorption in this
258 direction.
259 The passage of the molecular system through states S13 and
260 S14 associated with the major 325 nm absorption peak
261 represents a transient exciton delocalization involving all
262 atom types. The passage through long-lived state S8 also
263 represents an exciton intramolecular redistribution with a
264 transient increase in the localization on d atoms (Figure 4d).
265 Again, these significant differences in the exciton localization
266 for this state compared with the localization for its neighbor’s
267 states reduce the corresponding nonadiabatic couplings and,
268 therefore, accentuate the role of S8 as a bottleneck state.
269 Finally, while states S2−S7 correspond to a delocalized exciton,
270 the final energy transfer to state S1 involves a sudden change in
271 the exciton localization to the c type of atoms. The average
272 fractions of the transition density of S1 localized on the c type
273 of atoms at the initial moment of photoexcitation and at the
274 end of the internal conversion process are 0.55 ± 0.03 and 0.58
275 ± 0.02, respectively. That is, the excited state dynamics does
276 not change noticeably localization of S1 on c atoms compared
277 to the localization expected from the ensemble of equilibrated
278 configurations at S0. This is expected due to the high structural
279 rigidity of nanobelt 1 that prevents significant geometry
280 deformations. Figure S2 displays snapshots of the transition
281 density during transient population of different excited states
282 for an individual NEXMD trajectory.
283 Changes in the spatial evolution of the electronic transition
284 density during the internal conversion process can also be
285 rationalized by analyzing the participation number PN(t) (see
286 eq 3), with δX

α(t) defined as the transition density localized on
287 each of the four types of atoms. That is, PN(t) varies in the
288 range of 1−4. PN(t) values of ≈1 indicate a complete
289 localization of δX

α(t) on a unique type of atom, while PN(t)
290 values of ≈4 indicate a complete exciton spreading over all
291 types of atoms.
292 For each state, the excited state distribution of PN(t) is
293 constructed by collecting excited state geometries during

294NEXMD at all times for which the electronic state of interest
295corresponds to the current state; that is, it defines the nuclear
296propagation according to the FSSH approach. The probability
297density of values of PN(t) by state is displayed in Figure 4e.
298We can observe sudden changes in the exciton localization/
299delocalization among the different types of atoms close to the
300long-lived states. High-energy states, involving the two main
301bands at 275 and 325 nm of the absorption spectrum, are more
302localized on specific types of atoms compared to that of the
303lower-energy states. As an exception, we observed that the S2−
304S1 energy transfer involves an abrupt localization of the exciton
305in terms of atom types.
306Further details about the electronic energy relaxation
307process can be obtained using the transition density flux
308 f5analysis described in computational methods. Figure 5 shows
309the evolution over time of the accumulated transition densities
310δX(t) − δX(0) for the different X types of atoms in addition to
311the respective fluxes f XY(t). Figure 5a indicates that the initial
312exciton localization on the a atoms is rapidly transferred to the
313other types. While d atoms are initially the main acceptors, the
314a → c flux increases at longer times. In addition, there is also a
315minor flux to b atoms. After that, Figure 5b shows that d atoms
316transfer their excitation mainly to c atoms along with a minor
317flux to b atoms. These minor fluxes to b atoms are
318subsequently being rerouted to c atoms (see Figure 5c), so
319that the progressive exciton localization on the c atoms during
320the electronic energy relaxation is due to an exciton
321redistribution from the other three types of atoms through
322the main relaxation a → d → c and a → c pathways with some
323minor contributions from a → d → b → c and a → b → c
324pathways.
325The photoinduced electronic energy relaxation and redis-
326tribution of the fully fused edge-sharing carbon nanobelt 1
327have been simulated using nonadiabatic excited state molecular
328dynamics. The structural rigidity of nanobelt 1 prevents
329deformation of high-symmetry geometry due to reduced
330election vibrational coupling and minimal effects of thermal

Figure 5. Accumulated fluxes between the different types of atoms using the transition density flux analysis. The types of atom are defined in Figure
3b.
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331 fluctuations. Therefore, the electronic transition density for all
332 excited states remains always delocalized, and exciton self-
333 trapping, previously reported during photoinduced processes
334 of nanorings (e.g., CPPs), is not observed. Moreover, the
335 nonradiative relaxation process occurs on several picosecond
336 time scales and is ∼1 order of magnitude slower compared to
337 that in CPPs (the latter according to previous reports that take
338 place at a time scale of hundreds of femtoseconds).
339 After photoexcitation of nanobelt 1, the internal conversion
340 samples the dense manifold of excited states, which can be
341 bundled into bands of states featuring similar transient
342 population and depopulation dynamics. These bands relax
343 consecutively slower compared to the rate of their excitation.
344 This slowdown seems to occur at a similar degree for each
345 band. Therefore, these bands of states transiently acquire
346 similar quantities of populations, and their relaxation rate
347 decreases with a decrease in energy.
348 Observed bands of states are separated by the long-lived
349 excited states at the edge of large energy gaps with the lower-
350 energy states, creating vibrational bottlenecks in the electronic
351 relaxation. Moreover, the passage of the photoexcited wave-
352 packet through these long-lived states involves significant
353 changes in the exciton wave function spatial localization and
354 delocalization involving different types of carbon atoms that
355 compose the nanobelt. Our analysis of excited state transition
356 density behavior exposes different types of carbon atoms
357 critically affecting the internal conversion process. As such, we
358 are able to describe in detail the excited state dynamics and the
359 exciton redistribution through portions of the nanobelt
360 scaffold. These peculiarities of excited state dynamics suggest
361 synthetic means, like complexation with a variety of guests in a
362 supramolecular chemistry, to control internal conversion rates
363 in this molecular family. These insights could be valuable for
364 tuning the nanobelt structures for specific nanoelectronic and
365 photonic applications.
366 NEXMD Overview. The NEXMD computational pack-
367 age46,47 makes use of the fewest switching surface hopping
368 (FSSH) algorithm48,49 to simulate the photoinduced non-
369 radiative electronic and vibrational relaxation of large
370 molecular systems going through several coupled electronic
371 excited states. Excited state energies,50−52 gradients,53,54 and
372 nonadiabatic couplings46,55−57 are calculated “on the fly” at the
373 configuration interaction single (CIS) level of theory using the
374 semiempirical Austin model 1 Hamiltonian58 by means of the
375 Collective Electronic Oscillator (CEO) approach.59−61 This
376 methodology has been described in detail elsewhere.47

377 Spatial Excitonic Localization and Dynamics. The CEO
378 approach calculates transition density matrices whose elements
379 can be written as62,63

c c( )nm m n
g

gρ ϕ ϕ= ⟨ | | ⟩α
α

†
380 (1)

381 where ϕg and ϕα represent the CIS adiabatic ground and
382 excited state wave functions, respectively, and cm

† and cn are the
383 creation and annihilation operators of electrons for atomic
384 orbitals (AO) m and n, respectively. Diagonal elements
385 represent the changes in the distribution of electronic density
386 on the mth AO induced by the photoexcitation from the
387 ground state to the singlet excited state Sα.

62,64 This feature
388 makes them useful for tracking the relaxation dynamics of the
389 excited state wave functions in real space.
390 A c c o r d i n g t o t h e n o rma l i z a t i o n c o nd i t i o n

t( ) 1n m nm,
g 2ρ∑ [ ] =α ,52 the fraction of the transition density

391localized on each specific fragment or type of atom of the
392nanobelt is obtained as

t t t( ) ( ) ( )
n m

n mX
g

X
2 g 2

A

A

A

A
∑δ ρ ρ= [ ] = [ ]α α α

393(2)

394where index A runs over all atoms localized in the fragment or
395type of atom X. To measure the extent of (de)localization of
396δX

α(t) among the fragments or the different type of atoms, we
397define the participation number as65,66

t tPN( ) ( )
X

X
2

1l
m
oo
n
oo

|
}
oo
~
oo∑ δ= [ ]α

−

398(3)

399PN(t) values of ≈1 indicate a complete localization of δX
α(t)

400on a single fragment or type of atom, while PN(t) values of
401≈N, N being the total number of fragments or type of atoms in
402the nanobelt, correspond to δX

α(t) fully delocalized across the
403molecule. Herein, we use PN(t) in two different manners.
404First, we use it to evaluate the degree of exciton delocalization
405among the six equivalent fragments shown between brackets in
406the extended scheme of the nanobelt 1 shown as the inset in
407Figure 3a. Therefore, the summation in eq 2 is performed over
408atomic orbitals localized on each of these six equivalent
409fragments, and the value of PN(t) varies between 1 (i.e., the
410exciton completely localized on one fragment) and 6 (i.e., the
411exciton completely delocalized on the whole nanobelt).
412Second, we use it to evaluate the degree of exciton
413delocalization among the four types of atoms indicated in
414Figure 3b. Therefore, the summation in eq 2 is performed over
415atomic orbitals localized on atoms that belong to each of these
416types, and the PN(t) value varies between 1 (i.e., the exciton
417completely localized on one type of atom) and 4 (i.e., the
418exciton sparsed among any kind of atom).
419The flux of δX

α(t), subsequent to the initial photoexcitation of
420the nanobelt, is monitored by applying the transition density
421flux analysis,67 originally developed to analyze the vibrational
422energy flow in polyatomic molecules.68 Herein, we briefly
423summarize the method. The effective change in δX

α(t) [ΔδX(t),
424where the superindex indicating the current state α for the
425NEXMD propagation has been omitted] is monitored by
426analyzing flow matrix F(t) between the consecutive times at
427each time step Δt throughout NEXMD simulations. F(t) has
428vanishing diagonal elements, and off-diagonal elements f XY(t)
429contain the amount of δX(t) transferred between molecular
430fragments (or types of atom) X and Y. We classify X and Y as
431donors (D) if δX(t) < 0 or acceptors (A) if δX(t) > 0 by
432imposing the minimum flow criterion. That assumes that the
433amount of ΔδX(t) is a minimum. That is, only effective δX(t)
434flows from D to A are considered. The total transition density
435exchanged among units during each Δt is

t t t( ) ( ) ( )total
X D

X
X A

Y∑ ∑δ δ δΔ = Δ = Δ
∈ ∈ 436(4)

437And elements f XY(t) are calculated as
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439A detailed derivation of eq 5 can be found elsewhere.67
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440 Simulation Details. NEXMD simulations were performed on
441 nanobelt 1 shown in Figure 1a. The initial conditions for each
442 photoinduced NEXMD trajectory were selected as follows.
443 The initial positions and momenta of the nuclei (i.e.,
444 conformational snapshots) were obtained from 1000 samples
445 collected from a 1 ns equilibrated ground state (S0) molecular
446 dynamics simulation with the system equilibrated at room
447 (300 K) temperature using the Langevin thermostat69,70 with a
448 friction coefficient of 20 ps−1. A Franck−Condon window
449 given by the equation gα = exp[−T2(Elaser − Ωα)

2] was used.
450 Ωα and Elaser represent the energy of the αth excited state and

451
the energy of a Gaussian laser pulse ( )f t( ) exp t

T2

2

2= −
452 centered at 275 nm, respectively. A T2 value of 42.5 fs,
453 corresponding to a full width at half-maximum of 100 fs, was
454 considered. Finally, the initial excited state is selected
455 randomly according to the relative values of gα weighted by
456 the oscillator strengths of each α state.
457 Thirty singlet electronic excited states and their correspond-
458 ing nonadiabatic couplings were included. NEXMD simu-
459 lations were performed at a constant energy. Classical time
460 steps of 0.5 and 0.1 fs have been used for the propagation of
461 nuclei in ground state and photoinduced simulations,
462 respectively. In addition, a quantum time step of 0.025 fs has
463 been used to propagate the electronic degrees of freedom.
464 Corrections for decoherence71 and trivial unavoided cross-
465 ings72,73 were included, as well. Parameters and the method-
466 ology of NEXMD simulations have been extensively discussed
467 elsewhere.47,74
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